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About This Game

A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX is the upgraded version of A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda, the award-winning 2.5D action-packed
side-scrolling platform game that originally released in 2011.
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The game takes players on a thrilling sci-fi adventure! Take control of combat specialist Ares, or the new playable character,
Tarus, to battle deadly machines with a variety of powerful weapons and armor. Your goal: Save Minos Space Station’s survivors

and uncover the nefarious Zytron’s extinction agenda!

Key Features:

Receiving EX Transmission – A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX has been refitted with new friendly UI, control scheme,
and leaderboards.

Upgrade Complete – Armed with new weapons, abilities, and even a new playable ally, humanity’s secret weapon has
never been stronger.

Obstruction Eminent – Ares isn't the only one with new tricks; new enemies and bosses have also joined the fray.
Along with challenges stages, you’ll need all your might and power to fight off these guys.

Uncharted Sectors – With readjusted maps and completely new levels, there are an abundance of areas to explore for
new and returning robots alike. Delve deeper into the world of A.R.E.S. and discover new areas of Minos Space Station
you never knew existed!
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Visuals Updated – New high resolution textures as well as brand new animated cut scenes.

Audio Enhanced – A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX comes complete with the original soundtrack by Hyperduck
Soundworks. Also now boasting a completely new additional soundtrack for the second campaign from Heavy Metal
master Charlie Parra Del Riego, a perfect fit for Tarus the heavy metal Tanker.
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Title: A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX
Genre: Action, Indie
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Extend Studio
Publisher:
ORiGO GAMES
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Great and original platformer. Some people don't like the controls, but they are fine in my opinion. The game has good graphics,
an easy to use level editor and even a shader editor! This is a fantastic game for the price.. Pros:
- Smooth gameplay *Very important
- Well optimized game *Very important
- Unlimited FPS *Very important
- Nice graphics
- Different gameplay style - alternate between motos while racing
- Many challenges to do
- Many motos to buy
- Many tournaments and gold medals to get
- Many achievements
- Customizable keyboard layout
- Arcade

Cons:
- Many times game crashes when loading the main menu
- Sometimes game performance goes down and need to restart the game to fix
- Can't customize gamepad layout, however the default layout is good
- Can't open Steam Overlay, however achievements and chat messages are shown
- Soundtrack of 1 music, but you can disable it
- Game is too easy and bots doesn't alternate between motos. I like the idea, the execution not so much. They used a cheap setup
and fake 3D so it doesn't really look good, everyone and everything looks huge. There is no real depth to the video, anyone
who's watched a proper VR movie can tell you that it can get much better than this.

Still I appreciate the effort and hope that in the future we'll get better quality VR movies.

As for the nausea thing, yea if you're not already used to VR this isn't a good place to start. Stick with comfortable experiences
until you can deal with rapid movement and turning before trying this out.. When I yield to my children's force, and ask them:
"OK, which game shall we start?", most often they say "That one with the tiny alien!" which is this game. I like it too, because
there are no guns in it and you have to use both your brains and your chic to complete Bob's missions.. 22. Cdn for this?! Keep
your xinput only, no camera control console tripe where it belongs.. on consoles. Currently on sale at B.Strs for a buck. What
does that tell you?. This game is a lovley combination of Skyrim and The Legend of Zelda - The Windwaker. The gameplay is
very nice and the crafting system is not to complex. I hope there will be more coming soon :3. The story is a big focus in a game
like this. Everyone and their mom has written something about it, so if you're interested in that, check out someone else's
review. What I'm going to focus on is the actual gameplay.

I'm about halfway done throwing a guide together for the missions and mechanics of the game as of writing this review, so I
won't go too much into what strategies are optimal or anything like that, here.

I would reckon that if you're not familiar with permadeath strategy games a-la X-com and fire emblem, you WILL have trouble.
The game will make you pay for every mistake you make, and there's very little foreshadowing on what you need to have and
when. There will be times where the game spits an enemy at you with a spell too high for you to counter without you having any
ability to see it coming. Your whole squad will eat♥♥♥♥♥and you'll get very familiar with the game over screen by the end of
your first playthrough.

SAVE OFTEN. S A V E O F T E N. I can't say this enough. Experimentation is key to success here, and sometimes things don't
work out. Losing lots of progress sucks, and there's 50 save slots so go nuts.
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In terms of progression, there's no indication of who gets what spell at what level. Check the forums for a Google Doc which
can help guide your character growth if you don't feel like experimenting.

The game uses negative feedback rather than positive to get you to try your best. There's big rewards for winning in a timely
manner, and failing to do so can make it difficult to progress later on.

One thing the game does an AWFUL job of telling you is that every 10 levels your characters get a class-up, and these class-ups
can make the game a LOT easier. The details for this are in the Dakkodango guide for the game, so make sure to take a look at
it.

There's all sorts of hidden stuff in the game that really doesn't feel very useful until after normal mode. Most of the guardians
will eviscerate you if you bother to face them when they first pop up (but are pretty manageable at the end of the playthrough),
and mana crystals aren't worth your time early on.

The game gives you more characters than you can use after a certain point, and inevitably a few are going to get sidelined. A lot
of the best characters don't really show their utility up front, and require heavy investment to really shine. Failing to invest
wisely in your characters can cause a lot of anguish.

This game is fun, but the difficulty mainly comes from a lack of polish. Going in blind is how I did it when I played the fan-
translation of it over 8 years ago, and there's definitely fun to be had that way, but a lot of people don't groove with that.

If you've read this far, here's a big tip: The "L" key will skip combat sequences in game. It works during battles during
cutscenes, too, so don't hesitate to take advantage of it.. quot;Super Monday Night Combat" seems not to exist anymore on
Steam so "Monday Night Combat" will get a positiv review instead. Sounds unlogical? I DON'T CARE! SUPER MONDAY
NIGHT COMBAT WAS AWESOME!
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O Melhor rpg que ja joguei
The Best rpg I played

MORE 1. Strongly advise against this game unless you are a diehard strategy fanatic. It has an extremely steep learning curve
and is completely unforgiving. The tutorial is rediculously long and yet teaches you very little of the game's actual mechanics..
Devs, thank you for this wonderful project! You`ve created a really educative app that let to look at works of art without leaving
your home. I'm still impressed. It's GREAT!. I don't know why this game gets so many negative reviews. It's a great game!

Although the exploring part is over pretty quickly (the map isn't very big), the trading, quests, treasure hunts and fights still go
on. The game has 3 factions (French, English, Spanish) with their allied cities, plantations and ports and pirates. You can
become a pirate yourself by attacking any of the 3 factions (and buy a pardon in any of their ports).
The battle between ships is done by a match-3 game. With match 4+ you will get an extra turn and your enemy won't attack. It
only matches the tiles you exchange though, but the game would probably be over too soon if it didn't.
As you level up you can buy better ships and equip items you find and get from quests to get better stats. Treasure maps are also
attained from fights or quests. You will need to find the location and dig up the treasure.

Pros:
- runs great
- exploring, quests, treasure hunting, and battle
- battle mini games (match-3)
- cute graphics
- great music

Cons:
- the exploring part is over quickly (tiny map)
- it gets repeatively, you'll have to grind to get achievements
- the match-3 only matches rows with the tiles you exchange
These cons did not bother me at all, but I can understand some people would find them annoying.

Overall Ifind this an addictive game (I'm still playing and grinding for the last achievements) and can recommend it to anyone.
My friend actually asked me about it to buy it himself. I love this game. Good job Rake In Grass!. I can't beat the second level..
The first two levels require a longer stroll, but in others it's all kinda fun. Don't be upset - it is possible to get some skills and
abilities in the next levels :) . I recommend it for someone who's looking for puzzle and maze game.
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